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2017-18 SCHOOL YEAR ENROLLMENT AUDIT AND CHILD COUNT HANDBOOK  
ADDENDUM 

 
After releasing the LEA Enrollment Audit and Child Count Handbook in early August 2017, OSSE received many important questions from 
LEAs seeking to better understand the requirements for this year’s enrollment audit and Child Count processes. This addendum tracks 
important updates and clarifications to the LEA Enrollment Audit and Child Count Handbook. The guidance here constitutes the most up-to-
date information.  If an area is not mentioned here, the Handbook continues to be the authoritative source of information.  For questions 
about this addendum or the handbook, please contact Osse.Enrollmentaudit@dc.gov.   
 

Date Pg. Ref. Type Audit Phase Topic Description 

Oct. 4, 2017 11-12 Update 
Final In-Person 
Appeal 

Final In-Person 
Appeal Timeline 

To ensure adequate time for LEAs to review items during issue 
resolution, the timeline during for the Final In-Person Appeal audit 
phase has been updated as listed below.  
 

 Tues. Dec. 5 (previously Nov. 27) – LEAs submit requests for In-
Person Appeals 

 Thurs. Dec. 7 (previously Nov. 29-Dec. 1) – Final Appeals 
Scheduled & Communicated to LEAs/CBOs 

 Mon. Dec. 11 – Fri. Dec. 15 (previously Dec. 5 –Dec. 12) – Final 
In-Person Appeals Phase 

 Mon. Dec. 18 (previously Dec. 15) – Final Audited Enrollment 
Numbers Certification Due 

Oct. 4, 2017 27 Clarification Fieldwork LEA PreK Sample 

As in past audit years, pre-K students will be audited separately from K-
12 students at schools that have both populations.  The sample size of 
each population will be 20 percent of the potential sample population 
and a fail rate of five percent or two students, whichever is greater.  It is 
important to note that if either population fails, that failure will trigger a 
100% review of residency supporting documentation for that school.   

mailto:Osse.Enrollmentaudit@dc.gov
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Date Pg. Ref. Type Audit Phase Topic Description 

Oct. 4, 2017 29 Clarification 
Issue 
Resolution 

Issue Resolution 
Response Timeline 

All timelines during the Issue Resolution phase are based on the on-site 
review date.  Two business days after the on-site review, the auditors’ 
responses will be loaded in the EACC application.  Once the auditor’s 
response is received, schools have seven business days to provide a 
response.  After the school uploads the response, a final response is 
received from the auditor at the end of two business days.  If the school 
does not agree with the auditor’s final decision, the school has two 
business days to request an in-person appeal.     

 On-site review date plus two business days = Auditors response 
posted in the EACC application 

 On-site review date plus nine business days = Final days for LEA 
to respond to all auditor decisions 

 On-site review date plus 11 business days = Auditors second 
round of responses posted in EACC application 

 On-site review date plus 13 business days = Final date for LEA to 
request in-person appeal 

Oct. 4, 2017 42 Update 
Pre-Audit Data 
Prep 

EL Policy 
The English Learner Guidebook 2.0 was released on Sept. 29.  Please 
review the guidebook to ensure that EL students are identified correctly 
during the 2017-2018 school year enrollment audit.   

Oct. 4, 2017 46 Clarification Fieldwork 
Residency 
Verification 

To assist LEAs in determining the accuracy of residency documents, 
OSSE has identified the key indicators for residency supporting 
documentation.  The key indicators form identifies the specific items 
required and the date of reference for an acceptable form of supporting 
documentation.  LEA and school staff can use this guide when reviewing 
supporting documentation for residency verification.   

Sep. 13, 2017 28 
Policy 

Clarification 
Fieldwork 

LEA PreK-3 and 
PreK-4 Sample 

The 20 percent sample for pre-K students at LEAs will exclude students 
that are OSSE Residency Verified 

Sep. 13, 2017 33 
Process 
Update 

Fieldwork 
Adult Duplicative 
Enrollment 

In instances of adult duplicative enrollment, LEAs must submit a 
completed student-signed affidavit that includes the following items: 
LEA Name, Student Name, Enrolled Program, Number of Contact hours, 
Adult Student Signature and date, School Official signature and date.   

https://osse.dc.gov/publication/delivering-education-services-english-learners-guidebook-administrators-instructional
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Date Pg. Ref. Type Audit Phase Topic Description 

Sep. 13, 2017 34 
Policy 

Update 
Fieldwork 

Adult Duplicative 
Enrollment 

The time period for both attendance records and schoolwork review for 
adult duplicative students is updated to a review period between Sep. 
28 and Oct. 26 from Sep. 21 - Oct. 19 

Sep. 13, 2017 27 
Policy 

Clarification 
Fieldwork 

On-Site Review of 
the DCRV 

OSSE auditors will examine 100 percent of the DCRV Forms 1 or 2.  If the 
Other Primary Caregiver box is checked, forms 3, 4, or 5 should directly 
follow the student’s Form 1.  This guidance extends to students with 
disabilities placed by the LEA in a nonpublic school. 

Aug. 23, 2017 27 Update Fieldwork Sample Fail Rate 
The sample fail rate has been adjusted to provide a minimum number of 
students.  The policy now states, “five percent or two students, 
whichever is greater". 

Aug. 23, 2017 28 Update Fieldwork 
Binder 
Preparation 

LEAs/schools have the option of arranging binder according to the 
previous year’s protocol. 

Aug. 23, 2017 28 
Process 

Clarification 
Fieldwork 

Binder 
Preparation 

LEAs with adult students should follow same guidance given to LEAs 
with K-12 populations. 

Aug. 23, 2017 46 & 47 
Policy 

Update 
Fieldwork 

Residency 
Documentation 

In lieu of renewed leases, a Letter of Continuation on the official 
letterhead from a rental property's management company will be 
accepted as supporting documentation to prove residency. 

 
 
Key  

 
 

Policy Update  Additions or changes made to handbook policies 

Policy Clarification Further details on policies that are in the handbook but not changes to the 
handbook 

Process Update Changes in processes that impact LEAs’ preparation for on-site reviews 


